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Clockwise from main:
Father’s Day trip along the
Ridgeway resulted in a
broken exhaust; a gap in
the gasket was to blame
for ticking noise; prom
transport for Alfie (on left)
and best mate Oscar;
water pump refurbished
and fitted just in time for
the trip down to La Sarthe
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Having returned from this month’s
cover shoot in Spain, I will admit to
having had serious thoughts about
selling the Series II and buying an
early 80in, but the drive home back
in the UK served to remind just
how much I love this particular
Land-Rover. Unfortunately, it also
reminded me of the odd noises that
were there when I parked up and
boarded the plane: the constant
tick, probably from the manifold
gasket, and the rumble suspected
to be a dodgy water pump.
Tackling the gasket was brought
forward thanks to our usual Father’s
Day trundle along the Ridgeway
from Streatley to Compton. The
track had become a little worn in
places, but it was good to exercise
the leaf springs and I thought nothing more of it until arriving home
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a few hours later and hearing the
exhaust rattle against the chassis
upon switching off.
Having already fitted a new back
box, the excursion had caused the
old section to break open just
before the silencer, so I was left
with little choice other than to
order new front and centre pipes.
It made sense to remove the inlet
and exhaust manifold at this point
and I was pleased to see a definite
split in the gasket – the source of
the ticking noise. The nuts or studs
unwound without issue and soon
the manifolds were back in place
with the new compound gasket.
With the rest of the new exhaust
fitted, I suddenly realised how used
I had become to the unwanted ticking – the engine seemed much
smoother and quieter. While in
maintenance mode, I had a check
around the rest of the 88in and
noticed that the offside front indicator was erratic – not in the
off-on-off-on sense, but in that it
took a hefty tap to make it work.
Off came the lens to reveal that it
had been holding rain water and
had corroded the bulb and holder
connections. No bother – I cleaned
it all up, grabbed a spare bulb from
the parts haul that came with the
vehicle, and everything was sorted.

Looking further ahead, though,
I opted to finally make a modification to the Series II – one that had
Le Mans in mind as I fitted my old
AA ‘GB’ plate to the rear, joining
the ‘NR’ and ‘EAK’ plates added
by the first owner.
With this flurry of activity, the
Series II was finally ready for the
first of several engagements packed
into a short period of time: prom
transport for my eldest and his
mates. I’ll admit to being quite

‘I was now faced with just
days to get my water pump
overhauled and refitted
before catching the ferry’
pleased that they chose my old
Land-Rover instead of something
shinier and louder, but as they
tumbled out of the back, AC/DC’s
Back in Black blasting from the
DemerBox Bluetooth speaker,
I chuckled at the fact that the
88in had added another arrow to
its quiver of versatility.
What gave no cause for mirth,
however, was the second unwanted
noise: that of the water pump
and its suspected loose impeller.
Having spent a day spannering on
MacLeman’s Triumph so he was

semi-fit for Le Mans, I was faced
with just days to get my water pump
overhauled and refitted before
catching the ferry.
A recommendation led me to
give SP Water Pumps in Cheshire a
call and they confirmed they could
do a same-day turnaround. Off
came the pump and on Monday it
was sent by courier to Warrington.
By 9:15 the following morning
it had been delivered and was
already in bits; at 12:30pm I had a
call to say it was all done!
The pump arrived back home on
Wednesday, overhauled, painted,
reassembled and complete with a
new hand-cut gasket – impressive
service and all for just £125.
Fitting it back to the SII was
looking like a 30-minute job until a
stud sheared, but fortunately there
was enough left to extract it without
trouble. With a replacement stud
fitted – and a new fanbelt after
noticing that the old had split in
several places – it was road-test
time. The brief run suggested all
was okay: no unwanted noises or
leaks. Would it make it to Le Mans?
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